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RIVERA SELINA

Thunder Bay Press
A Little Tiger Follows His Mother About As She Hunts For Deer And Pigs In The Jungle. But When One Grows Up, He Has To Learn To Hunt For Himself.
This Beautifully Illustrated Book Is Meant For The Very Young.
Hoot Hinkler Books Pty Limited
A monkey and a crocodile are good friends. However, the friendship gets spoiled. Who betrays whom?
Daily Math Practice, Grade 1 Om Books International
This Newbery Honor winner and #1 New York Times bestseller is a beloved modern classic. Hoot features a new kid and his new bully, alligators,
some burrowing owls, a renegade eco-avenger, and several extremely poisonous snakes. Everybody loves Mother Paula's pancakes. Everybody, that
is, except the colony of cute but endangered owls that live on the building site of the new restaurant. Can the awkward new kid and his feral friend
prank the pancake people out of town? Or is the owls' fate cemented in pancake batter? Welcome to Carl Hiaasen's Florida—where the creatures are
wild and the people are wilder!
Wordsearches for Clever Kids 2 (title TBC) Alain Gr e Activity Book
Age 4+. Help your preschooler know about various lines and strokes (straight, slanted, U-shaped etc.) through this wipe and clean activity book.

Children will have fun as they trace various kinds of patterns on cute illustrations as they learn how to trace within a fixed space. The book comes
with pages that can be written upon and cleaned, so that the children can repeat and have fun as many times as they want.
Long Walk to Freedom Buster Books
We want to help you teach the children how to write. No matter if small or capital letters, in this issue the children get both templates and can easily
write down.details: shiny softcoverFormat: 8.5 "x 11" (21.59cm x 27.94cm)Learning upper and lower case letters
This Is My Home, This Is My School Jolly Learning Limited
Big and Small head out to play. They climb a hill and cross a stream, but with each new adventure, Small finds himself in trouble. Each time Small
asks Bear for a little help, please! When they return home, it is Big who needs help from Small for something very important!
Little Tiger, Big Tiger Remedia Publications
The Numbers Activity Book is packed full of fun and educational numbers-themed activities that will keep young children entertained for hours.
Numbers aren't always the first thing that spring to mind when one thinks of fun activity books. However, that's all about to change! There are all
sorts of absorbing things to do, including coloring in, dot to dots, spot the difference, mazes and lots of other engaging puzzles. The Numbers Activity
Book features beautiful, bright illustrations that will draw children in and keep them busy. And while children are enjoying the activities, they will be
practising a wide range of skills, including observational, conversational and motor skills. - Over 100 stickers to use in the book or elsewhere - Over 70
activities and games - Charmingly illustrated throughout - Suitable for ages 4-8
101 First Words HarperCollins
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You had better not monkey around when it comes to place value. The monkeys in this book can tell you why! As they bake the biggest banana
cupcake ever, they need to get the amounts in the recipe correct. There’s a big difference between 216 eggs and 621 eggs. Place value is the key to
keeping the numbers straight. Using humorous art, easy-to-follow charts and clear explanations, this book presents the basic facts about place value
while inserting some amusing monkey business.
Cereals and Pulses Knopf Books for Young Readers
This popular series of activity worksheets are designed for 3 to 5 + year olds. The books stir curiosity, encourage logical thinking, inculcate right
values and create awareness for the environment. Helpful tips, guidelines and poems connected to various themes are given for teachers and parents
to ensure active and meaningful learning. The Red, Blue and Orange Books now come in a colourful revised format with an additional number of well-
structured activities and a range of skills that lay a strong foundation for later learning and development.
Baby's First Bedtime Random House Australia
Did you know that energy comes from the food you eat? From the sun and wind? From fuel and heat? You get energy every time you eat. You transfer
energy to other things every time you play baseball. In this book, you can find out all the ways you and everyone on earth need energy to make
things happen.
Handwriting Practice Seoul Selection
For the child who says, "I want to be a doctor when I grow up!" And for any child who wants a gentle behind-the-scenes look at being a doctor.
Doctors help sick and hurt people feel better. When little brother Jack hurts his foot, the family gets to meet all kinds of doctors. With this story
blending narrative with nonfiction elements, readers meet the doctors who heal broken bones, help fix teeth, and even work in laboratories! I Want to
Be a Doctor is part of a new I Can Read series that introduces young readers to important community helpers. This Level One I Can Read is perfect for
children learning to sound out words and sentences. Whether shared at home or in a classroom, the short sentences, familiar words, and simple
concepts of Level One books support success for children eager to start reading on their own. For anyone looking for books about community helpers
for kids, the I Can Read My Community books are a great choice. The books are bright and upbeat and feature characters who are diverse in terms of
gender, race, age, and body type. Kids ages 3-6 will enjoy finding out more about the people who do so much to help all of our communities.
Big and Small Children's Book Trust
A perfect fun activity book designed for early learners to develop pencil control and motor skills. By following the arrows and tracing the dotted lines,
the little scholars can complete the tracing exercises and creative activities leading to development of their early writing skills. The child will also
learn to identify, write and revise straight, curvy, zig zag lines and multiple patterns. The book is also an excellent first step to prepare for school.
Multiplication Word Problems Farrar, Straus and Giroux (BYR)
This book is first of its kind ever written for NEET UG, AIIMS & JIPMER. This is a medicine that has cured many patients i.e. its trial has been done in
the form of notes and its beneficiaries are across India serving the humanity in the form of doctor. This book is very well designed during PMT
preparation days of the respective authors. This book has been updated according to recent exam pattern changes.
Mr Darcy flipClass
Colorful photographs introduce young children to numbers and counting from one to twelve. On board pages.

The Fat Cat Sat on the Mat Evan-Moor Educational Publishers
This book is a complete guide for people who want to learn the Korean language, starting from the very beginning, and learn the alphabet and the
correct sounds of vowels, consonants, and diphthongs. It was written for people who want an easy but systematic approach to the language. The
writer is a non-native speaker who started learning the language from ZERO, just like you and spent years in Korea trying to reach a better level of
proficiency in Korean. After a few weeks of study, you will study to recognize words, make sentences, and have simple (but miraculous) conversations
with other Korean speakers!
Genius Kids Worksheets for Ukg - Set of 8 Workbooks for UKG, KG-2 and Montessori (4-6 yrs) - Math & Logic, English, Science, Games
& Activities HarperCollins UK
The complete set of 7 books covering all the 42 letter sounds. Each of these 14-page board book deals with one group of letter sounds. A fun action is
given for every letter sound. Cut-out letters on each page show children's fingers the correct formation for every letter. Also included at the end of
each book are a number of activities that children can complete to reinforce their letter sound skills. Book 1 s, a, t, i, p, n Book 2 c k, e, h, r, m, d Book
3 g, o, u, l, f, b Book 4 ai, j, oa, ie, ee, or Book 5 z, w, ng, v, oo, oo Book 6 y, x, ch, sh, th, th Book 7 qu, ou, oi, ue, er, ar
My First Book of Patterns Pencil Control Ideals Publications
Learned Optimism shows us how to stop automatically assuming guilt, how to get out of the habit of seeing the direst possible implications in every
setback, and how to be optimistic. With concrete examples, Dr Seligman documents the effects of optimism on the quality of life, provides tests to
determine the degree of our negative and positive orientation, and offers a program of specific exercises to help break the habit of pessimism and
learn the habit of optimism for both ourselves and our children. Learn how to: Recognize your "explanatory style" - what to say to yourself when you
experience set-backs and how it influences your life. Boost your mood and your immune system with healthful thoughts. Help your children to
practice the thought patterns that encourage optimism. Break the "I-give-up" habit with Dr. Seligman's ABC techniques. Change your interior dialogue
and experience the astonishing positive results.
Sainik School Dell
Using standardized testing formats, math skills are kept sharp with focused practice in computation, word problems, graphing, measurement and
numbers. Includes scope and sequence charts and answer keys.
Querkles: Icons Independently Published
Introduces basic vocabulary found in the home alongside pictures which are grouped into categories such as getting dressed, in the kitchen, and bath
and bedtime.
English Next India Genius Kids Worksheets for Ukg - Set of 8 Workbooks for UKG, KG-2 and Montessori (4-6 yrs) - Math & Logic, English, Science,
Games & Activities
This funny rhyming story starring a big orange tabby cat helps kids learn to read! Fat Cat Sat on the Mat is a proven winner—welcome at home or in
the classroom—as it makes kids laugh. The fat cat sat on the mat. "Get off!" said the rat. But the fat cat just sat. Will the rat get the fat cat off the
mat? Enjoy reading this silly story aloud for maximum effect! Find out if rat can get cat off the mat in this funny, phonetic Level One I Can Read that's
perfect for kids learning to sound out words and sentences. With repeating sounds and words, beginning readers will grow their reading confidence as
they laugh about the cat and the rat and their sibling-style squabble.
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